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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are interested in the local behaviour of the sample
paths of two-parameter Le vy processes and the computation of their
Ho lder exponent. Straf [8], Adler et al. [1, 2], Bass and Pyke [3] gave a
construction of such processes and pointed out properties of their sample
paths. Besides, in the case of Le vy processes without Brownian component,
Pruitt [7] has studied the regularity of the sample paths and obtains,
among other things, that the Ho lder exponent of such processes is, at every
time 1; where ; is the exponent introduced by Blumenthal and Getoor
[5]. We here extend Pruitt’s results to the two-parameter case. However
the local behaviour of the sample paths is different near the origin and in
the neighbourhood of the other points. For example we know that the
H"older exponent of the brownian sheet is 1 at time (0, 0) and 12 else-
where. Since the behaviour of Brownian sheet is well known, we turn our
attention to two-parameter Le vy processes without Brownian component
(Xt)t # (R+) 2 .
We first estimate the rate of growth at the origin of the process defined
by
Mt=sup
st
|Xs |.
We compare it to the function (R+)2  R+, t [ (t1 t2)1:. Before, we need
to introduce a particular notion of convergence to 0 for a couple of functions.
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Definition 1.1. A decreasing path is a couple ( f1 , f2) of non increasing,
positive and continuous functions on R+ such that
lim
u  
f1(u) f2(u)=0.
We will later define the BlumenthalGetoor exponent ; and the index $
appearing in the following theorem (see Section 3.2).
Theorem 1.2. For :>;, with probability one, we have
lim
t # [0, 1] 2
t1 t2  0
(t1 t2)&1: Mt=0.
If :<$, with probability one, we have
lim
t # [0, 1] 2
t1 t2  0
(t1t2)&1: Mt=.
Finally, if $<:<;, then for any decreasing path ( f1 , f2) with probability
one,
lim sup
u  
( f1(u) f2(u))&1: M( f1(u), f2(u)) =, (1)
lim inf
u  
( f1(u) f2(u))&1: M( f1 (u), f2 (u))=0. (2)
As a consequence, we obtain that the Ho lder exponent at (0, 0) is 2;.
Next we prove a similar asymptotic result for the process defined, for r0
by
M(r)= sup
&h&r
|Xt0+h&Xt0 |
and we deduce that the Ho lder exponent at t0 is 1;.
Remark. We could obtain similar results for processes with parameter
of higher dimension.
2. DEFINITIONS
For a Rd-valued function f defined on (R+)2, we have to replace right
continuity and limits from the left by the following more general notion.
For a time t=(t1 , t2) # (R+)2, determine the following quadrants.
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Q1(t)=[(s1 , s2) # (R+)2; s1t1 , s2t2]
Q2(t)=[(s1 , s2) # (R+)2; s1<t1 , s2t2]
Q3(t)=[(s1 , s2) # (R+)2; s1<t1 , s2<t2]
Q4(t)=[(s1 , s2) # (R+)2; s1t1 , s2<t2]
Definition 2.1. We denote by D the space of Rd-valued functions f on
(R+)2 such that, for every t, for any i # [1, 2, 3, 4], f (s) has a limit when
s approaches t while contained in Qi (t) and further
lim
s # Q1 (t)
s  t
f (s)= f (t).
Remark. This space can be equipped with a topology that generalizes
the Skorohod topology (cf. Straf [8]).
Notations. In (R+)2 define the following order. For any a=(a1 , a2)
and b=(b1 , b2) in (R+)2, we denote ab if a1b1 and a2b2 and a<b
if a1<b1 and a2<b2 .
Moreover, for any points a=(a1 , a2) and b=(b1 , b2) in (R+)2 such that
a<b, we denote by ]a, b] the rectangle ]a1 , b1]_]a2 , b2] and in the same
way for the other cases, according to the bracket’s direction.
Let f be a function defined on (R+)2.
Definition 2.2. The increment f (]a, b]) on f on the rectangle ]a, b] is
defined by
f (b1 , b2)& f (a1 , b2)& f (b1 , a2)+ f (a1 , a2).
For a finite number of disjoint rectangles (Ai ; 1in), we then define
f \.
n
i=1
Ai+= :
n
i=1
f (Ai).
Notation. For a rectangle A and p # (R+)2, write A+ p for [t+ p; t # A].
Definition 2.3. Let X=(Xt ; t # (R+)2) be a process defined on the
probability space (0, F, P). We say that X has independent increments if,
for every finite family of disjoints rectangles (Ai), the random variables
X(Ai) are independent. The process X has stationary increments if, for
every rectangle A, the random variables [X(A+ p), p # (R+)2] have the
same distribution.
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Definition 2.4. A two-parameter Le vy process is a process with stationary
and independent increments whose sample paths are D-valued and cancel
at the boundary of (R+)2.
Notation. If X is a two-parameter Le vy process, we denote by 2X its
jump process defined by
2Xt=Xt1 , t2&Xt1& t2&Xt1 , t2&+Xt1&, t2& ,
where Xt1& , t2=lims  t1 , s<t1 Xs, t2 and Xt1 , t 2& , Xt1& , t 2& are defined in the same
way.
Remark. It follows from the above definitions that the characteristic
function of a two-parameter Le vy process X at time t is of the form
E(exp i (u, Xt) )=exp(&t1t2(u)),
where ( } , } ) denotes the usual scalar product of Rd. The function : Rd  C
is then called characteristic exponent and is given by the Le vyKhintchine
formula (cf. [4]).
3. BEHAVIOUR AT THE ORIGIN
In this section we extend Pruitt’s results of [7] on one-parameter Le vy
processes to the case of two-parameter Le vy processes. Let (Xt) be a two-
parameter Le vy process without Brownian component and (Mt)t # (R+) 2 the
process defined by
Mt=sup
st
|Xs |.
The aim of this section is to compare M with functions of the form
(R+)2  R+, t [ (t1 t2)1:.
3.1. Preliminaries
Let  the characteristic exponent of the two-parameter Le vy process X
and write the Le vyKhintchine formula in the following way. For any
a>0,
(u)=i (ba , u)+|
R d
(1&ei (u, x)+i (u, x) 1[ |x| a]) ?(dx),
with ba # Rd and ? a measure on Rd"[0] such that  (1 7 |x|2) ?(dx)<.
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For a>0, set
G(a)=?[x; |x|>a],
J(a)=
1
a
|ba |,
K(a)=
1
a2 ||x| a |x|
2 ?(dx),
h(a)=G(a)+J(a)+K(a).
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C (depending only on the dimension
d) such that, for every t # (R+)2, a>0, we have
(i) P(Mta)Ct1 t2h(a),
(ii) P(Mta)Ct1 t2 h(a).
Proof. We write Xt=(X1t , ..., X
d
t ) and M
i
t=supst |X
i
s |, for any
1id. Next observe that
max
1id
|M it |Mt :
d
i=1
M it .
Thus without loss of generality we may restrict our attention to the case
d=1. Now, decompose the Le vy process X into two independent Le vy
processes X1 and X2 given, for any t # (R+), by
X 1t = :
st
2Xs1[ |2Xs | a] , (3)
X 2t =Xt&X
1
t , (4)
so that their characteristic exponents 1a and 
2
a are respectively given by
1a(u)=|
|x|>a
(1&eiux) ?(dx), (5)
2a(u)=ibau+|
|x|a
(1&eiux+iux) ?(dx). (6)
Notice that |E(X 2t )|=t1 t2aJ(a) and V(X
2
t )=t1 t2a
2K(a).
It follows that, if |E(X 2t )|a2,
P(Mta)12t1 t2 J(a)2t1 t2 h(a).
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On the contrary, if |E(X 2t )|<a2, then
P(Mta)P(_st, X 1s {0)+P([Mt1] & [\st, X
1
s =0])
P(_st, X 1s {0)+P(sup
st
|X 2s |a).
Besides, X1 is a two-parameter compound Poisson process and its jump
number in the rectangle ]0, t] is a Poisson variable with parameter t1t2G(a).
Hence
P(_st, X 1s {0)=1&e
&t1 t2 G(a)t1 t2G(a).
For the second term, Cairoli’s maximal inequality [6] applied to the
martingale X 2s &E(X
2
s ) ensures that
P(sup
st
|X 2s |a)P \supst |X 2s &E(X 2s )|
a
2+

C
a2
V(X 2t )
=Ct1 t2K(a),
which concludes (i).
We will now establish the second inequality. As h(2a) 18 h(a), it is
enough to prove
P(Mta)
C
t1t2h(2a)
.
We now replace a by 2a in the definition of processes X1 and X2. Since
Mta implies that there is no jump of size larger than 2a in the rectangle
[0, t], we can write
P(Mta)=P([\st, X 1s =0] & [Mta])
=P([\st, X 1s =0] & [sup
st
|X 2s |a])
=P(\st, X 1s =0) P(sup
st
|X 2s |a)
=e&t1t2G(a2)P(sup
st
|X 2s |a). (7)
There are three cases depending on which of G(2a), K(2a) and J(2a) is
dominant.
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 First suppose that K(2a)<2G(2a)+2J(2a) and G(2a)J(2a).
Then we obviously have
G(2a) 16 h(2a)
and the desired bound follows from (7).
 Next suppose that K(2a)<2G(2a)+2J(2a) and G(2a)<J(2a).
If further have t1 t2 J(2a)1, then
P(Mta)1(t1 t2J(2a))&16(t1 t2 h(2a))&1.
In opposite, if t1 t2J(2a)1 we have |EX 2t |2a, consequently Bienayme 
Tchebychev’s inequality implies that
P(Mta)P(sup
st
|X 2s |a)
P( |X 2t |a)
P( |X 2t &EX
2
t |
1
2 |EX
2
t | )

4V(X 2t )
|EX 2t |
2
=
4K(2a)
t2 t2J(2a)2
which concludes the proof in this case.
 Finally suppose that K(2a)2G(2a)+2J(2a) so that K(2a) 23 h(2a).
Let f be the characteristic function of Xt then, for u # R,
f (u)=exp(&t, t2(u)).
Hence | f (u)|=exp(&t1t2 Re (u)). But
&t1t2 Re (u)=t1 t2 | (cos(ux)&1) d?(x)
t1 t2 |
|x| 2a
(cos(ux)&1) d?(x).
Furthermore assume that |u|12a. Then for |x|<2a, cos(ux)&1<
&cu2x2, which leads to
| f (u)|exp(&4ct1 t2 u2a2K(2a)). (8)
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Thanks to Pruitt ([7], pp. 955) we can write that
P( |Xt |2a)Ca |
12a
0
| f (u)| du
which, with (8), leads to
P( |Xt |2a)Ca |
12a
0
exp(&ct1 t2 a2K(2a) u2) du
C(t1t2 K(2a))&12. (9)
On the other hand, by letting {=( t12 , t2),
P(Mta)P( |X{ |a, |Xt&X{ |2a)
=P( |X{ |a) P( |Xt&X{ |2a)
(P( |X{ |2a)2)
and (9) with the initial estimate on K complete the proof. K
3.2. Growth Rate
In this section, we prove the Theorem 1.2, i.e. we establish limit results
for the behaviour of (t1 t2)&1: Mt depending on the position of : a with
respect to the following exponents:
;=inf[:; lim sup
x  0
x:h(x)=0], (10)
$=inf[:; lim inf
x  0
x:h(x)=0]. (11)
Note that, if we denote by ;BG the exponent
;BG inf {:; ||x|1 x: ?(dx)<= ,
introduced by Blumenthal and Getoor in [5], we have
;=;BG
provided that one removes the linear drift b1 when  |x|1 |x| ?(dx).
Indeed, Blumenthal and Getoor proved that
;BG=inf[:; lim
x  0
x:G(x)=0],
and it is then easy to see the correspondence between these two exponents.
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Proof of the Theorem 1.2. First assume that :>; and choose :1 and :2
such that ;<:1<:2<:. By Lemma 3.1(i) and the definition of ;,
P(Mt(t1t2)1:2 )Ct1 t2h((t1 t2)1:2 )
C(t1 t2)1&:1 :2 (12)
for t1 t2 small enough. Setting uk=2&k, inequality (12) ensures that
:
k0
:
l0
P(Muk , ul(uku l)
1: 2)<.
Therefore, for either k or l large, we have
Muk , ul<(ukul)
1: 2.
Hence for any t such that uk+1t1uk and ul+1t2ul ,
Mt Muk+1, ul+1<(uk ul)
1:2(4t1t2)1:2
=41:2 (t1 t2)1: (t1 t2) (:&:2)::2,
which gives the first result.
Next suppose that :<$ and choose :1 and :2 such that :<:2<:1<$.
The argument proceeds very much as above by using Lemma 3.1(ii) to
bound P(Mt(t1t2)1:2).
In the last case, choose :1 such that :<:1<;. By definition of ;, there
is a sequence (xk) going to 0 such that
:
k0
1
x:1k h(xk)
<. (13)
Let us consider a decreasing path ( f1 , f2) and denote by lk the point of R+
such that
f1(lk) f2(lk)=x:1k .
To simplify, we will write t1k= f1(lk), t
2
k= f2(lk) and tk=(t
1
k , t
2
k). Thus, by
Lemma 3.1(ii), for any k,
P(Mtk(t
1
k t
2
k)
1:1 )=P(Mtkxk)

C
t1k t
2
k h(xk)
=
C
x:1k h(xk)
.
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It then follows from the assumption (13) and BorelCantelli’s lemma that,
with probability one,
lim sup
u  
( f1(u) f2(u))&1:1 M( f1(u), f2 (u))1,
that leads to (1). The proof of (2) is analogous, using Lemma 3.1(i) instead
of (ii). K
3.3. Ho lder exponent on (0, 0)
Let us call how this exponent is defined.
Definition 3.2. Let :>0. We say that a function f defined on (R+)2
is in the Ho lder class of order : at t0 and write f # C :(t0) if there exists a
constant C>0 and a neighbourhood V of (0, 0) such that, for any h # V,
| f (t0+h)& f (t0)|C |h|:. (14)
The best exponent : appearing in (14) is called the Ho lder exponent of f
at t0 and is denoted by H(t0). In other words
H(t0)=sup[:; f # C :(t0)].
Thanks to the inequality t1 t2|t|2, we immediately get from the
Theorem 1.2 the following result.
Corollary 3.3. If :>;, we have, with probability one,
lim
|t|  0
|t|&2: Mt=0.
Let us recall from Pruitt [7].
Lemma 3.4. Let [Zs ; s0] be a Le vy process without Brownian component.
If :<;, we have
lim sup
v  0
v&1: sup
uv
|Zu |=+.
We are now in a position to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.5. Let (Xt) be a two-parameter Le vy process. The Ho lder
exponent of X at the origin is given, with probability one, by
H(0, 0)=
2
;
.
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Proof. By Corollary 3.3, when :>;, with probability one, there exists
a constant C>0 and V a neighbourhood of (0, 0) such that, for any t # V,
|Xt |C |t|2:.
Hence, with probability one
H(0, 0)
2
;
.
On the other hand, when :<;, define the Le vy process Z by
Zu=X- u, - u .
From Lemma 3.4 applied to Z, after change of variables, we get
lim sup
v  0
v&2: sup
uv
|Xu, u |=+.
It then follows that, for any C>0 and for any neighbourhood V of (0, 0),
there exists t # V such that
|Xt |C |t|2:,
which establishes the result. K
4. HO LDER EXPONENT ELSEWHERE
Divide the plane into four quadrants by letting, for i # [1, 2, 3, 4],
Qi=Qi (0),
further, for r>0, denote
Qi, r=[h # Qi ; 0&h&r],
where &h&=max(|h1|, |h2 | ).
Let X be a two-parameter Le vy process and fix to t0=(t10 , t
2
0) # (R
+)2"
[(0, 0)]. Assume first that t0 # (R*
+)2. Define the processes M i, r ,
i # [1, 2, 3, 4], 0rmin(t10 , t
2
0), by
M ir= sup
h # Qi, r
|Xt0+h&Xt0 |.
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This will play the role of (Mt) in the previous section. We study its
behaviour when r goes to zero and deduce the Ho lder exponent of X at t0 .
Lemma 4.1. For any i # [1, 2, 3, 4], there exists a constant C (depending
on t0 and d ) such that, for any a>0 and any r such that 0rmin(t10 , t
2
0),
P(M ira)Crh(a).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we break up X into a sum of two
independent two-parameter Le vy processes X1 and X2 defined by
X 1t = :
st
2Xs1[ |2Xs | a] , (15)
X 2t =Xt&X
1
t . (16)
Their characteristic exponents 1a and 
2
a are respectively given by
1a(u)=|
|x|>a
(1&eiux) ?(dx), (17)
2a(u)=ibau+|
|x|a
(1&eiux+iux) ?(dx). (18)
We have
sup
h # Qi, r
|E(X 2t0+h&X
2
t0
)|=AiaJ(a),
with
A1 =r(t10+t
2
0)+r
2,
A2=r max(t10 , t
2
0),
A3=r(t10+t
2
0)&r
2,
A4=r max(t10 , t
2
0).
Therefore, if suph # Qi, r |E(X
2
t0+h
&X 2t0)|
a
2 , we immediately have
P(M ira)12A i J(a)2Aih(a).
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Else, write
P(M ira)P(_h # Qi, r , X
1
t0+h
&X 1t0 {0)
+P([M ira] & [\h # Qi, r , X
1
t0+h
&X 1t0=0])
P(_h # Qi, r , X 1t0+h&X
1
t0
{0)
+P( sup
h # Qi, r
|X 2t0+h&X
2
t0
|a).
For the first term
P(_h # Qi, r , X 1t0+h&X
1
t0
{0)=1&e&A$i G(a)A$iG(a)
with
A$1 =r(t10+t
2
0)+r
2,
A$2=r(t10+t
2
0),
A$3=r(t10+t
2
0) r
2,
A$4=r(t10+t
2
0).
Hence,
P(_h # Qi, r , X 1t0+h&X
1
t0
{0)C(t0) rh(a). (19)
For the second term
P( sup
h # Qi, r
|(X 2t0+h&X
2
t0
)|a)
P \ suph # Qi, r |X
2
t0+h
&X 2t0&E(X
2
t0+h
&X 2t0)|
a
2+ .
Denote by pi the probability on the left hand side. In the case i=1, we can
directly apply Cairoli’s maximal inequality to the martingale defined by
Yh=X 2t0+h&X
2
t0
&E(X 2t0+h&X
2
t0
).
We get thus
p1
C
a2
V(X 2t0+(r, r)&X
2
t0
)=C(r(t10+t
2
0)+r
2) K(a)C(t0) rK(a).
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In the other cases, we can not apply Cairoli’s maximal inequality. There-
fore we break up X 2t0+h&X
2
t0
so as to introduce, after recentering, a
martingale with path in D. If i=2, let t1=(t10&r, t
2
0) and write
X 2t0+h&X
2
t0
=X 2t0+h&X
2
t1
+X 2t1&X
2
t0
.
We then apply Cairoli’s maximal inequality to the martingale defined by
Y 1h=X
2
t0+h
&X 2t1&E(X
2
t0+h
&X2t1)
and Bienayme Tchebychev’s inequality to X 2t1&X
2
t0
&E(X 2t1&X
2
t0
). We get
thus
p2 P \ suph # Qi, r |X
2
t0+h
&X 2t1&E(X
2
t0+h
&X 2t0)|
a
4+
+P \ |X 2t1&X 2t0&E(X 2t1&X 2t0)|a4+

C
a2
[a2K(a) r(t10+t
2
0)+a
2K(a) rt20]
C(t0) rK(a).
In the cases i=3, 4, we can proceed as before by setting
{t1=(t
1
0&r, t
2
0&r)
t1=(t10 , t
2
0&r)
if i=3,
if i=4.
In the cases, we obtain
piC(t0) rK(a),
which completes the proof. K
Let ; be defined by (10), the following result holds.
Theorem 4.2. For any :>;, with probability one
lim
r  0
r&1:M ir=0.
Proof. As in the proof of the Theorem 1.2, we choose :1 and :2 such
that ;<a1<:2<: and we define the sequence (rk) by rk=2&k. We then
conclude thanks to Lemma 4.1, BorelCantelli’s theorem, and the same
monotonicity argument. K
We can now state the main result of this section.
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Theorem 4.4. Let (Xt) be a two-parameter Le vy process. The Ho lder
exponent of X at t0 is given, with probability one, by
H(t0)=
1
;
.
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we immediately get that, with probability one,
H(t0)
1
;
.
On the other hand, applying Lemma 3.4 to the Le vy process defined by,
for u0,
Zu=Xt0+(u, 0)&Xt0 ,
we get, for :<;, with probability one,
lim sup
v  0
v&1: sup
uv
|Xt0+(u, 0)&Xt0 |=
Therefore, if :<;, for every C>0 and every neighbourhood V de (0, 0),
there exists h=(u, 0) # V such that
|Xt0+h&Xt0 |C |h|
1:,
which ends the proof. K
Remark. When t=(t10 , 0) with t
1
0>0 (resp. t=(0, t
2
0) with t
2
0>0), we
proceed in the same way as before only investigating M ir with i # [1, 2]
(resp. i # [1, 4]). However, in the second part of the proof, we use the Le vy
process Z defined by Zu=X(t 10 , u) (resp. Zu=X(u, t 20)). We again obtain
H(t0)=1;.
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